Bosch Builder Program & Resources
Elevate your next project with the timeless quality of Bosch.
Getting your vision off the ground takes people and expertise you can count on from start to finish
– and beyond. And that's just what you'll get when you partner with Bosch Home Appliances.
Below are just a few examples of what Bosch Home Appliances can offer.

The Bosch Virtual Kitchen.

The right fit and finish.

Compact Appliance Portfolio.

Select appliances for your building and development
projects with complete flexibility and efficiency. Take
advantage of the Bosch Virtual Kitchen as a virtual
showroom, kitchen inspirator and design tool where you
can experience true Bosch quality and design by
interacting with each product feature and innovation.
Visit: www.boschkitchenexperience.com

Bosch appliances are designed for form and function.
Always flush installation delivers a seamless look for any
kitchen project. In addition to classic stainless steel, we
also offer a full suite of Black Stainless Steel appliances
which help guard against scratches and fingerprints.

Our suite of compact 18" and 24" appliances deliver fullsize features and premium performance – Bosch quality,
in a smaller package designed to fit compact kitchen
projects. Discover their benefits and get helpful tips on
choosing the right small appliances for your project.

And there’s so much more…
See how Bosch can
elevate your next project.

The Smart Kitchen with Home Connect.™

TEXT4SPECS

Smart homes help people stay in the know when it
matters. That’s why Bosch created a collection of
connected appliances designed to make life easier. Home
Connect™ allows a variety of smart home appliances to
be remotely monitored and controlled with a single app,
for a new level of ease and convenience from Bosch.

Send a text to “21432” with the full model number of
any Bosch apliance and receive a text link back with the
spec sheet.
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Eldon Frederking
Key Account Manager, National Accounts
Eldon.Frederking@bshg.com
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